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Sequential Processes and the Shapes of Reaction-Time Distributions
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University of Pennsylvania

It is sometimes suggested that reaction-time (RT) distributions have the
same shape across conditions or groups. In this note I show that this is
highly unlikely if the RT is the sum of the stochastically independent
durations of two or more stages (sequential processes) (a) that are
influenced selectively by different factors, or (b) one of which is
influenced selectively by some factor.

It has sometimes been suggested that reaction-time (RT) distributions have the same shape
across conditions or groups. (Shape invariance of a set of distributions means that they differ by
at most their means and time scales.2 ) For example, one proposal about the cognitive effects of
aging is the General Slowing Hypothesis: With increasing age, all the operations of the central
nervous system in most or all tasks become proportionally slower (Cerella, 1985; Eckert, 2011;
Myerson et al., 2003a; Myerson et al., 2003b; Salthouse, 1996; Sleiman-Malkoun et al., 2013). In
effect, with increasing age, time runs more slowly. Rouder et al. (2010) discuss other
considerations that lead to shape invariance. Ratcliff and McKoon (2008) use the approximate
linearity of Q-Q plots to show that for diffusion model predictions and some data sets, the shapes
of RT distributions are approximately invariant across experimental conditions and experiments
(p. 895). According to Ratcliff and Smith (2010, p. 90), "Invariance of distribution shape is one of
the most powerful constraints on models of RT distributions....That the diffusion model predicts
this invariance is a strong argument in support of its use in performing process decomposition of
RT data."

The purpose of this note is to show that for a process organized in stages that have
stochastically independent durations and are selectively influenced by experimental factors, it is
highly unlikely that the distributions of RTs in several conditions in an experiment can have the
same shape.3

Stage models are ubiquitous in the reaction-time literature (e.g., Sanders, 1998; Sternberg,
1998). For several sets of data, Roberts & Sternberg (1993) provide evidence for selectively
influenced stages whose durations are stochastically independent. Even in Ratcliff’s (1978)
diffusion model, in which the decision process may be represented by multiple activations that
grow in parallel, the decision stage is augmented by two additional processes arranged
sequentially, an initial stage for stimulus encoding, and a final stage for response execution. In
the application of the diffusion model considered by Gomez, Perea, & Ratcliff (2013), the
duration of the encoding stage in a lexical-decision task is found to be selectively influenced by
the relatedness of masked primes. In the experiments considered by Ratcliff & Smith (2010), an
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initial encoding stage is inferred that delays the start of the second stage ("decision making") by
an amount that is changed considerably (by 100 ms or more) by variations in stimulus noise;
because the same factor also affects the decision stage, however, its influence with respect to
those two stages is not selective.4

Tw o stages with selective effects on both. Because two or more stages can be
concatenated and treated as a single stage, we can limit consideration to processes consisting of
two stages without loss of generality. Consider a process that consists of two stagesA andB,
with durationsTA andTB, so that the reaction time isRT = TA + TB. Assume thatTA andTB are
stochastically independent.We then have an SIStage process(a process consisting of stages
whose durations are stochastically independent; Roberts & Sternberg, 1993). Suppose two
factors,F j andGk, each with two lev els, j = 1, 2,andk = 1, 2,that influence the stage durations
selectively, so thatTA = TA(F j ) = TAj , TB = TB(Gk) = TBk, and RTjk = TAj + TBk. Consider a
2 × 2 factorial experiment with the four resulting conditions, giving usRT11, RT12, RT21, and
RT22. (Because anm × n experiment can be regarded as a concatenation of 2× 2 experiments, we
can do so without loss of generality.) Then,because convolution is associative and commutative,
RT11 + RT22 has the same distribution asRT12 + RT21, namely, the convolution of the
distributions ofTA1, TA2, TB1, andTB2. Thus,

(1)RT11 * RT22 = RT12 * RT21 ,

where * represents convolution5 , and therefore:

(2)κ r11 + κ r22 = κ r12 + κ r21 , (r ≥ 1),

whereκ rjk is ther th cumulant ofRTjk . Let us assume that RT distributions are "well-behaved",
in the sense that cumulants of (at least) ordersr = 1, 2, 3, and 4 exist.6

Eq. 2 results from three assumptions: (a)Stages, (b) Stochastic Independence, and (c)
Selective Influence. To these, let us add a fourth assumption: (d)Shape Invariance: The RTjk

distributions differ by at most means and scale factors. Whereasdifferences among means
influence only the means of theRTjk distributions and influence none of the cumulants above the
first, scale factor differences influence all of the cumulants and central moments above the first.
Let the four scale factors beC11, C12, C21, andC22, with C jk > 0, and note that:

(3)

4. It appears that the durations of the three stages in the diffusion model are assumed to be stochastically

independent, but, surprisingly, the sum of the durations of encoding and response stages, a sum whose mean is

estimated to be as much as 600 ms (Ratcliff & Smith, 2010, p. 89), is assumed to have a rectangular distribution.

This assumption cannot be correct if neither of these two distributions is degenerate, and if the two components

are unimodal and don’t hav eopposite skewness.

5. This is the basis of thesummation test, introduced with applications by Roberts & Sternberg (1993). Seetheir

Section 26.2 and Appendix for a more formal proof and a discussion. See also Ashby and Townsend, 1980.

6. In what follows, two well-known properties of cumulants (κ r ) of orderr are used:For stochastically independent

random variablesX andY, κ r (X + Y) = κ r (X * Y) = κ r (X) + κ r (Y) andκ r (CX) = Crκ r (X). Notethatκ rjk = Mrjk ,

for 1 ≤ r ≤ 3 and κ4 jk = M4 jk − 3M2
2 jk , where the {Mrjk } are the mean andr th central moments ofRTjk . (See

Kendall & Stuart, Volume 1, 1969, Ch. 3.) The quantityκ4/κ 2
2 is a common measure of kurtosis, whose value is

zero for the Gaussian distribution, and nonzero for other common distributions (Weisstein, 2014).
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κ rjk = Cr
jkκ r00 , (r ≥ 2, κ r00 ≠ 0).

where the {κ r00} are a set of constants, one for eachr . With Assumption (d), Eqs. 2 and 3 then
imply that:

(4)Cr
11 + Cr

22 = Cr
12 + Cr

21 , (r ≥ 2, κ r00 ≠ 0).

Given thatκ200 ≠ 0 (nonzero variances) andκ400 ≠ 0 (nonzero kurtosis values, which,
among common distributions, excludes only the Gaussian) there are only three relations among
theC jk that satisfy Eq. (4)7:
(α ) theC jk are identical, or (β ) C11 = C21 andC22 = C12, or (γ ) C11 = C12 andC22 = C21. Giv en
(α ), only the meanRT and none of the higher cumulants can be influenced by either factor.
Given (β ), factorF can influence only the mean. Given (γ ), factorG can influence only the
mean. Thus,for the four RT distributions to have the same shape, at least one of the two factors
can cause no more than ashift (a change in mean only) of the RT distribution, a highly unlikely
possibility.8

Tw o stages with a selective effect on one. 9 Suppose the two-stage model, with one factor
F j ( j = 1, 2, ,. . .) that influences justTA, so that

(5)RTj = TAj + TB , ( j ≥ 1).

We then have

(6)κ rj = α rj + β r , ( j ≥ 1, r ≥ 1),

whereκ rj , α rj , and β r are ther th cumulants ofRTj , TAj , andTB, respectively. Equation (6)
follows from assumptions (a), (b), and (c), above. Addition of theShape Invarianceassumption
then requires

(7)κ rj = Cr
jκ r1 , ( j ≥ 2, r ≥ 2),

whereC j ≠ 1 is the scale factor that relatesRTj to RT1. Combining Eqs. (6) and (7) and
rearranging, we have

(8)β r =
(α rj − Cr

jα r1)

(Cr
j − 1)

, ( j ≥ 2 , r ≥ 2).

Thus, eitherTB is a constant (β r = 0, r ≥ 2) or its distribution (which is uniquely determined up

7. To prove this, use Eq. (4) withr = 2 and r = 4. For simplicity, let C11 = a, C22 = b, C12 = c, and C21 = d. Start

with (5) a2 + b2 = c2 + d2 and (6)a4 + b4 = c4 + d4. Express the two sides of (5) and (6), respectively, in terms of

(a + b)2 and (c + d)2, and of (a + b)4 and (c + d)4. Square the two sides of the equation derived from (5), and

subtract from the equation derived from (6). This gives ab = cd, or a/c = d/b = k. Substituting in (5) gives

(k2 − 1)(c2 − b2) = 0. This implies either thatk = 1, which means thata = c and b = d; or that b = c, which

requiresa = d.

8. Effects of factors on mean RT are almost always associated with non-zero effects on other aspects of the

distribution, including var(RT). Indeed,Wagenmakers & Brown (2007) have argued for a lawful regularity in the

relation between mean and variance: they claim that the standard deviations of RT distributions increase linearly

with their means.

9. This is sometimes assumed or concluded in applications of Ratcliff’s (1978) diffusion model.
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to its mean by the {β r }, r ≥ 2 ) is restricted by properties of the distribution ofTA, and may vary
with the level of the factorF j that is assumed to influence onlyTA, a contradiction.

We can draw two conclusions: First, given stages with variable and independent durations,
and factors that influence more than the means of those durations selectively, the RT distributions
in a factorial experiment are highly unlikely to have the same shape. Second, given variable and
independent durations, and a factor that influences more than the mean of just one of those
durations, the RT distributions for different levels of that factor are highly unlikely to have the
same shape. How well the distributions produced by an SIStage process canapproximateshape
invariance is a question for further research. In thinking about this issue it is important to
consider the sensitivity of the standard tests for differences between distributions, and the
associated graphical displays.
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